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Numpy

Numpy is a fundamental library for high 
performance scientific computations. 
It provides fast and memory efficient data 
structures like ndarray with 
broadcasting capabilities, standard 
mathematical functions that can be 
applied on the arrays avoiding loops, 
linear algebra functions, I/O methods 
and it is well integrated with programming 
languages like C.

import numpy as np



ndarray

Numpy ndarray is an N-dimensional 
array object designed to contain 
homogeneous data (i.e. all data 
must have the same type)

They have two information:
a shape
and 
a dtype

np.ndarray.shape returns a tuple 
with the dimensions

np.ndarray.dtype returns the type of 
the homgeneous data

np.array
(list of lists) 



ndarray

Numpy ndarray is an N-dimensional 
array object designed to contain 
homogeneous data (i.e. all data 
must have the same type)

np.ndarray.ndim returns 
dimensionalty



ndarray

Zeros, ones and diagonals...

dimensions are either a number or 
a tuple

np.diag(values): creates a diagonal 
matrix with values on the diagonal



ndarray

Zeros, ones and diagonals...



ndarray
Random values

Distributions: https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy-1.16.0/reference/routines.random.html#distributions

https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy-1.16.0/reference/routines.random.html#distributions


random seed

Random values… 

… are they really random?
seed of PRSG 
is reinitialized to 
the same value!



Numpy ← → Pandas 

Random values



Reshaping 

ndarrays can be reshaped…

np.ndarray.reshape(tuple) : returns a reshaped ndarray 
according to the integer dimensions in the tuple 

np.ndarray.ravel() : flattens the matrix down to a 1D array



Looping through arrays 

np.ndarray.flat 

returns an iterator, 
allowing to loop 
through the elements 
as if they were 1D.



N-Dimensions

np.ndarray[M, R, C]

matrix (can be : for all)
row (can be : for all)

column (can be : for all)



Operator 
broadcasting



Linear algebra



Filtering

It is possible to filter np.ndarrays to 
retrieve the indexes (or the values) 
meeting specific conditions. The method 
where provides the index of those 
values. 

If the np.ndarray is a matrix, where 
returns a tuple of indexes that are 
respectively the i and j coordinates of 
the elements fulfilling the condition.

Note that in the code above, np.all tests if 
the two conditions are True at the same 
time (i.e. AND). If we want to test if at 
least one is True we use np.any.



Any / All

Note that in the code above, np.all tests if 
the two conditions are True at the same 
time (i.e. AND). If we want to test if at 
least one is True we use np.any.



https://docs.scipy.org/doc/numpy-1.16.1/reference/



http://qcbsciprolab2019.readthedocs.io/en/latest/practical9.html


